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(Foreword by Warren W. Wiersbe) An examination of the 385 occurrences of pneuma (spirit) in the

New Testament.
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E.W. Bullinger truly wrote a masterpiece when he wrote this book. Originally published in 1905 this

book is still considered they authority on the usage of "Holy Spirit" in the new testament. The first 50

pages explains the 14 ways in which the term holy spirit (pneuma hagion) is used in the new

testament. After that the book looks at every verse in the new testament where holy spirit is used.

Bullinger does a masterful job of pointing out "To Whom" the verse is talking about. This book will

open doors of understanding you never knew were closed. A must read for all christians in my

humble opinion.

Popular teaching today,is all based on the principle that the flesh can be improved.So many people

today remain ignorant of their fundamental christian position and teaching of grace applied and use

terms such as "born again"incorrectly.With Bullinger's word studies on the Holy Spirit they can learn

their standing,state and future condition based on the word of God and of promise's that never

entered the imagination of man.Don't go to the grave,without reading this book!

I do a lot of teaching about the Ministry of The Holy Spirit and when I saw this book and that it was



by Bullinger,who is a language scholar,I knew it would be an invaluable resource for me.I was

right.Deeper insights to many references to Th eHoly Spirit and what the verses ARE saying.

The Author did some serious studying from Genesis to Revelation...and it shows. He covered every

single instance of "Pneuma" (Spirit) in the entire Bible in addition to a few other words and not just

the Spirit of God, but man's spirit as well.It doesn't matter how long any of us are a born-again

Christian or are just interested in the subject: this gentleman teaches us things of God that we didn't

even know or realize.An excellent and very thorough study. He ranks among those who shed light

on the Gospel for our benefit and saves us countless hours of time.I have no problem

recommending this book.

This book is awesome. I was turely touch after studing this book along with the word of God. I found

this book a keeper and a great book to put along side of my other study books.

This is a fascinating study of the usages and differences in the translation of the words and phrases

concerning the Rauch Kabod and His giftings

This book studies all the Holy Spirit words and shows that usually they describe a new nature that is

the result of the Word Of God. The use of metonymy is a figure of speech used with the effects of

the Holy Spirit. A Good Book!

Complete and Remarkable Study.. Would highly recommend this to anyone as a great resource of

truth because every statement is reference with scripture..
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